RAGE
Robotics
BUILD SEASON - WEEK 3 UPDATE
Week 3 started slow (more ice and school closures) but the team picked up steam as the week
continued and made some great progress.
Here’s a brief recap of this year’s challenge: This year’s game, STEAMWORKS, has 3-team alliances
working together to gather gears (about 11” diameter and 2” thick) and fuel (5” diameter balls). The
fuel is shot into a boiler about 8’ above the ground and the gears are placed on a hook near the airship
which 2 pilots (human players) load to start the airship rotors. During the final 30 seconds of the match,
the robots then race to the airship, latch onto ropes that hang from the airship and climb the rope in
preparation for takeoff! The FRC video for this year’s challenge can be found at 2017 FRC Kickoff Video
(The video is about 18 minutes – the game simulation starts around 13:20).
Build Subgroup
Field elements are complete and the Build group demonstrated the
shooting prototype at Thursday's meeting.

CADD Subgroup
The CADD group is getting close to having finished our robot design! There are just a few components
they still need to make and assemble. Consensus among the group is it is turning out great. They settled
on using the wider, but shorter, base design and have included a hopper for collecting balls. The ball
shooter was placed on the right side of the bot, the climbing mechanism can be in the middle without
getting in the way and the gear collector will be on the left side.
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Electronics Subgroup
With the completion of the prototype base, the electronics group spent time taking inventory of the
electrical parts and materials we have available for the rest of the season.
Pneumatics Subgroup
The pneumatics group continued to disassemble an old robot.

Programming Subgroup
Even though we don’t have a completed robot yet, the programming subgroup has still been quite busy.
This week they made programming adjustments to the practice base and began working on the code for
our shooting mechanism. They also did a test to see whether or not an Xbox controller would work
better than our standard joysticks. They decided the standard joystick was a better choice and they
continue to tweak their drive program to improve its effectiveness.
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Safety Subgroup
This week the safety group worked hard to bring us a new safety tip about the use of new magnetic
drill guides that the Childree family graciously donated to us. In addition to this they also continued
work on their safety glasses rack so the whole team will have easy access to safety glasses.

Safety Group demonstrating how to (and not to) use a drill.
Scouting Subgroup
The scouting crew has been working to figure out what our approach should be this year. This week
they assigned roles to their individual members, assigning someone to build the database, rework
the old scouting program to fit this year’s game, create a paper alternative, create a form telling
other teams what our robot is capable of, and work on the Bluetooth connections so we can transfer
the QR codes generated by the program. They also began to look more in depth at the game to
prioritize what they believe needs to be on the scouting form, specifically different aspects of
shooting including accuracy, range, and speed.
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Spirit/Social Media Subgroup
This week the Spirit/Social Media group discussed new
game themed button designs, the creation of a new flag
for competitions, who was going to run the different
social media outlets, and our team mascot. We also took
inventory of what we had for our hospitality baskets. At
each competition, RAGE puts out a hospitality basket in a
number of bathrooms at the venue. These baskets
contain assorted things people may find themselves
needing to freshen up. The group also made sure that a
member was present at many of the other subgroup
meetings taking pictures and getting updates on their
progress.

Other:
On behalf of RAGE 173, we would like to thank the Walls and Lavertu families for their contributions this
past Saturday (1/28). The team LOVED the breakfast (including waffles, French toast, and sausage!) and
the mid-day snacks!
As we move forward, the groups will continue working on the different prototypes and will practice
driving to see how our new drive system responds to the controls.

Stop build day countdown: 30 days!!
For additional updates please check out our website (www.ragerobotics.com), like us on Facebook
(RAGE Robotics) or follow us on Instagram (ragerobotics173) or twitter (@RAGE173).

